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Abstract: The betting market for the Women’s National Basketball Association (WNBA) 

is a thin financial market, which does not attract much interest from sports bettors. Given 

these characteristics, it is possible that profitable wagering strategies could exist for 

informed bettors of the WNBA. Using betting data on the WNBA from 2007–2012, we 

find that simple betting strategies do not earn statistically significant returns. WNBA 

bettors are like NBA bettors; however, in that they strongly prefer the best teams, 

particularly when they are on the road. Despite this clear bias, betting against the most 

popular public wagers is not found to earn statistically significant profits. 
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1. Introduction 

Most of the betting on professional basketball in the United States is tied to National Basketball 

Association (NBA) games, the dominant men’s league which offers the greatest exposure and highest 

salaries in the world of basketball. Women’s basketball also has a professional league in North 

America, the WNBA. A wagering market also exists for the WNBA, but the betting market for the WNBA 
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is quite small and attracts little interest relative to the NBA. According to records of data from [1], for 

participating sportsbooks, the average betting volume for a WNBA game is under 1200 bets per game, 

which is extremely small compared to the average betting volume in men’s professional and college 

sports. In comparison, NBA games attracted roughly 10,000 bets per game during the same period. In 

terms of dollars bet, although [1] does not directly provide this information, Humphreys et al. [2] 

obtained dollars bet from an online sportsbook and found that the [1] information on the number of 

bets are highly correlated with the dollars bet on a game (correlation coefficient of 0.85). 

Given the thin nature of this betting market and the apparent general lack of interest it generates 

among most male bettors, it is possible that profitable opportunities may exist in betting the WNBA 

which would not exist in betting the NBA or other mainstream sports. The nature of the thin market 

may make it exploitable if sports book managers do not spend the resources to update their information 

on teams and players. The possibility of market inefficiencies existing in thin betting markets has been 

explored in horse and dog racing (i.e., Gramm and Owens [3] and Weinbach and Paul [4]). A thin 

betting market where market efficiency was rejected in team sports was found for the Arena Football 

League (Borghesi et al. [5]), where betting volume is quite low compared to other North American sports. 

If informed bettors do exist within the WNBA betting market, it may be possible to determine their 

existence through tests for market efficiency and unbiasedness and betting simulations based on simple 

wagering strategies. If the sports book sets point spreads that are accurate, however, these profitable 

opportunities may not exist even within the context of this thin market.  

To examine this betting market, we obtained WNBA betting data from [1] for the 2007–2012 

seasons. The data obtained from [1] not only includes the standard pointspread and game outcome 

information, but it also includes information on betting percentages. The betting percentages note the 

percentage of the betting action on favorites and underdogs in this market.  

Levitt [6] used data from a betting tournament to illustrate that sportsbooks do not adhere to the 

balanced book hypothesis. In his study of the NFL, Levitt [6] showed that bettors prefer favorites  

(in particular road favorites) in that more bets accrue on favorites, and the sportsbook appears to allow 

unbalanced betting action to maximize profits. Paul and Weinbach [7,8] used data from actual on-line 

sportsbooks and similarly reject the balanced book hypothesis for the NFL and the NBA. The difference 

between the NFL and NBA betting markets is that in the NFL, the sportsbook appears to shade the 

pointspread toward the favorite using their knowledge of the biases of the betting public to earn 

additional profits. In the NBA, however, the sportsbook does not appear to shade the pointspread, even 

in the presence of significant imbalances, but appears to price more as a forecast of game outcomes. 

This difference is likely due to the larger volume of betting which occurs in the NFL compared to the 

NBA, where sportsbooks may have a greater incentive to undertake the transactions costs to shade the 

point spread in NFL games compared to NBA games (Paul and Weinbach [8]). 

Given the relatively smaller size of the WNBA betting market, does the WNBA market work in the 

same fashion as the NBA betting market? To examine this question and to explore if there is any 

evidence of informed betting actions by the wagering public, we explore a few avenues with the 

gambling data available through [1]. First, we run a simple test for market efficiency based on a 

regression model of pointspreads and game outcomes. Then, we test if big underdogs and home 

underdogs win more than implied by efficiency through simple betting simulations. In the NBA, big 

underdogs and home underdogs were shown to outperform favorites (Paul and Weinbach [8]) as the 
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null hypothesis of a fair bet (win percentage is equal to 50%) could be rejected but the null hypothesis 

of no profitability (win percentage is equal to 52.4%—the percentage needed to break even given the 

bet $11 to win $10 rule in sports wagering) could not be rejected. 

We then use the WNBA betting percentage data to test the null hypothesis of a balanced book 

(equal betting action on both sides of the wagering proposition). After examining this relationship with 

respect to the size of the favorite based on the pointspread and a road favorite dummy variable, we 

explore simple betting simulations based upon wagering with or against the public when a certain 

threshold of bets accrue on the favorite (i.e., 70% or more, 60% or more, etc.). We compare these 

results to the research performed on the NBA betting market and conclude the paper with some 

thoughts as to the similarities and differences between these basketball betting markets. 

2. Market Efficiency Tests and Betting Simulations—WNBA 

To begin our analysis, we will test the WNBA betting market under the null hypothesis of market 

efficiency using standard regression analysis outlined in Zuber et al. [9] and Sauer et al. [10]. Data for 

the WNBA gambling market was purchased from [1], a website specializing in sports gambling 

information. The years included in our sample are 2007 through 2012. Games for which no betting 

action was reported, or in cases where pertinent information was missing, were removed from the 

sample. Summary statistics for games with home favorites and games with road favorites are shown in 

the summary statistics below (Table 1). 

Table 1. Summary Statistics for Women’s National Basketball Association (WNBA) 

Home and Road Favorites 2007–2012. 

 Home Favorites Observations = 978  

 Pointspread Score Differential % Bet on Favorite 

Mean 5.98 5.25 53.50 

Median 5.50 6.00 54.00 

Standard Deviation 3.26 11.58 15.29 

 Road Favorites Observations = 305  

 Pointspread Score Differential % Bet on Favorite 

Mean 4.71 3.85 68.09 

Median 4.00 6.00 69.00 

Standard Deviation 2.91 12.55 12.33 

The basic regression model to test market efficiency in this simple financial betting market takes  

the form: 

Score = α0 + β1 Line + ε1 (1) 

Score is the scoring differential between the favorite team and the underdog team, Line is the 

pointspread on the game, and ε1 is the error term with its normal properties. To test for market 

efficiency, the joint hypothesis is tested that α0 = 0 and β1 = 1. Results are presented in Table 2 below. 

Using a simple regression-based test, market efficiency in the WNBA betting market is rejected at 

the 10% level. The f-test that the intercept is equal to zero and the coefficient on the pointspread is 

equal to one takes a value of 2.82 and rejects market efficiency at the 10% threshold. Although the 
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basic test for market efficiency is rejected, this does not imply that profitable wagering strategies exist. 

Further tests are necessary to examine if this market offers potential positive betting market returns. 

Table 2. Regression Results—Efficiency Test—WNBA. Dependent Variable: Score 

Differential (Favorite Score—Underdog Score). 

Variable 
Coefficient  

(T-Statistic) 

Intercept 
−1.01  

(−1.59) 

Pointspread 
1.05 ***  

(10.72) 

F-Test—Intercept = 0  

and Pointspread = 1 

F-statistic  

(Probability Value) 

 2.82 (0.06) 

***: statistical significance of the t-test at the 1% level. 

To test for possible profitable betting strategies in the WNBA, we use a simple betting simulation, 

observing the win-loss record of favorites and underdogs during our sample of the 2007 through 2012 

seasons. We break the sample into home and road favorites, due to previous findings of successful 

wagering strategies based on betting on home underdogs. Research on betting markets have found 

profitability in wagering on home underdogs in the NFL in studies by Dare and McDonald [11],  

Golec and Tamarkin [12], and Dare and Holland [13] with similar findings in the NBA in studies such 

as Paul and Weinbach [8]. It appears across sports using point spreads that there is the tendency for 

bettors to underestimate the home field advantage of inferior teams (or overestimate the abilitiesof  

the superior road teams), which could help to explain the favorable results found in wagering on  

home underdogs. 

We choose various thresholds of favorites, denoting big favorites where there is a large enough 

sample of games to yield potentially meaningful inferences. For home favorites, we present the results 

for favorites of 10 points or more, 9 points or more, etc. and for the overall sample of home favorites 

(all). For road favorites, where the implicit home court advantage leads to fewer large road favorites, 

we choose thresholds of 7 points or more, 6 points or more, etc. and for the overall sample of road 

favorites (all). 

Results related to home favorites are presented in Table 3 and road favorites are presented in Table 4. 

In each table, favorite wins, underdog wins, pushes (game outcome equals pointspread), win 

percentage, and log likelihood ratio tests for a fair bet (win percentage equal 0.500) and for no profits 

(win percentage equal 0.524) are presented. The null of a fair bet is a test for unbiasedness of the 

pointspread. The null of no profits tests if any bias in the pointspread is exploitable compared to 

transactions costs within the market (overcoming the bookmaker commission). 

The log likelihood test statistics have a chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom. Critical 

Values are 2.70 (for an α = 0.10), 3.84 (for an α = 0.05), and 6.64 (for an α = 0.01). 
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Table 3. Betting Simulation Results—WNBA—Home Favorites. 

Pointspread 

greater than or 

equal to: 

Favorite 

Wins 

Underdog 

Wins 
Pushes 

Underdog Win 

Percentage 

Log Likelihood 

Ratio Fair Bet 

Log Likelihood 

Ratio No Profits 

10 51 60 2 54.05% 0.73 0.12 

9 74 85 2 53.46% 0.76 0.08 

8 109 121 4 52.61% 0.63 0.00 

7 156 180 5 53.57% 1.72 0.19 

6 219 231 7 51.33% 0.32 NA 

5 289 300 8 50.93% 0.21 NA 

ALL 491 472 15 49.01% 0.37 NA 

Table 4. Betting Simulation Results—WNBA—Road Favorites. 

Point spread 

greater than 

or equal to: 

Favorite 

Wins 

Underdog 

Wins 
Pushes 

Favorite Win 

Percentage 

Log Likelihood 

Ratio Fair Bet 

Log Likelihood 

Ratio No Profits 

7 42 29 1 59.15% 2.39 1.32 

6 55 41 2 57.29% 2.05 0.93 

5 70 59 2 54.26% 0.94 0.18 

4 82 78 4 51.25% 0.10 NA 

3 99 97 4 50.51% 0.02 NA 

ALL 155 145 5 51.67% 0.33 NA 

The log likelihood test statistics have a chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom. Critical 

Values are 2.7 (for an α = 0.10), 3.8 (for an α = 0.05), and 6.6 (for an α = 0.01). 

With respect to home favorites, underdogs were found to win slightly less than 50% of the time in 

the overall sample. These results, however, were not found to be statistically different from 50% from 

the log likelihood ratio test. For big home favorites, road underdogs were found to win in excess of 

53% at the various thresholds examined. The null hypothesis of a fair bet (and therefore the null 

hypothesis of no profitability) could not be rejected at normal significance levels. These results are 

similar to what was found for the NBA betting market in Paul and Weinbach [8] in that underdogs 

outperformed favorites, but returns were not great enough to earn statistically significant profits. 

Table 3 presented the results for road favorites. In the case of road favorites, the favorite was shown 

to win more than 50% of the time overall, with some high win percentages at the highest thresholds 

observed. In all cases, however, the null hypothesis of a fair bet (and therefore also the null of no 

profitability) could not be rejected. These results are similar to the NBA (Paul and Weinbach [8]), 

where statistically significant results were not found in the sample of road favorites.  

To test for robustness, we divided the sample in half and did the same tests for the games played 

early in the sample compared to late in the sample. Large road favorites (7+, 8+, and 9+ point 

favorites) did perform slightly better in the early part of our sample (2007–2009), rejecting the null 

hypothesis of a fair bet for these years. In the more recent sample (2010–2012), statistically significant 

results were not found. Therefore, there is some evidence that the simple strategy of wagering on the 
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road underdogs has become less profitable over time. In relation to the sample of road favorites, no 

statistically significant results were found in either subsample. 

Given that road favorites win more than 50% of the time in the WNBA, it is possible that the home 

court advantage is slightly overstated (although not statistically significant) in the WBNA betting 

market. Given that home field advantage incorporates a variety of factors in most sports (unique 

stadium attributes, being able to sleep at home rather than in a hotel, the intensity of the home crowd); 

the home field can be a potent factor. In the WNBA, however, home court may not be as pivotal as 

basketball courts are uniform in nature and small crowds for WNBA games may not affect opponents 

as much as lively sold-out arenas for sports such as the NBA. In any case, although favorites won more 

often than underdogs, the returns were not great enough to earn statistically significant results. 

3. Betting Percentage Regression and Betting Simulation Results 

In this section, we examine the determinants of betting percentages for the WNBA in the same 

manner they were examined for the NBA in Paul and Weinbach [8]. The source of our data, [1], 

reports the percentage of bets on the favoriteand the underdog. As noted in the introduction, however, 

Humphreys et al. [2] found that the dollars bet on a game are highly correlated with the number of bets 

reported by [1]. Therefore, the percentage of dollars bet on the game are highly correlated with the 

percentage of bets reported in our data set. A very simple regression model is tested, which illustrates 

the actions of the sportsbook. The model to be estimated is as follows for the sides (pointspread) market: 

(% Bet on the Favorite)i = α0 + β1(Pointspread)i + β2(Dummy for Road Favorite)i + εi (2) 

The dependent variable is the percentage of dollars bet on the favorite. The independent variables 

include an intercept, the pointspread on the game (presented as a positive number—greater favorites 

have larger pointspreads), and a dummy for teams which are road favorites. Road favorites have been 

shown to be commonly overbet in wagering market studies such as Golec and Tomarkin [12], Gray 

and Gray [14], and Levitt [6]. 

A couple of simple propositions can be tested from this regression model. First, if bettors overbet 

favorites and stronger favorites are bet more heavily than weaker favorites, the coefficient β1 should be 

positive and significant. If bettors overbet road favorites, the coefficient on the dummy variable, β2, 

should also be positive and significant. Under the balanced book hypothesis of sportsbook behavior, 

the intercept should be equal to 50 and the other coefficients should be equal to zero. The balanced 

book hypothesis has been rejected in similar studies for the NFL (Levitt [6]; Paul and Weinbach [7]), 

NBA (Paul and Weinbach [8]), College Basketball (Paul and Weinbach [15]) and other sports using 

data from [1] or similar data.  Regression results are shown in Table 5 below. 

As is the case for the NBA and other sports, the regression results for the WNBA soundly reject the 

null hypothesis of a balanced book. Although the intercept is found to be slightly under 50%, the 

percentage bet is found to increase with the magnitude of the favorite (by about three-quarters of a 

point for each point of the pointspread—significant at the 1% level) and road favorites are found to be 

heavily bet in this market, with an additional 15.5% bet on home favorites in this sample. In short, 

WNBA bettors, like bettors of other sports, appear to favor the best teams, particularly on the road. 
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Table 5. Regression Results—Determinants of Favorite Betting Percentage—WNBA. 

Dependent Variable: Percentage Bet on Favorite. 

Variable 
Coefficient  

(T-statistic) 

Intercept 
49.07 ***  

(55.02) 

Pointspread 
0.74 ***  

(5.81) 

Road Favorite Dummy 
15.56 ***  

(16.13) 

***: statistical significance of the t-test at the 1% level. 

To determine if the betting public finds a way to exploit the WNBA betting market, we run simple 

betting simulations observing results where one particular side of the betting proposition receives a 

disproportionate share of the betting action. We choose thresholds of 70% or more, 65% or more, 60% 

or more, and 55% or more for both home favorites (Table 6) and road favorites (Table 7). As with 

Tables 3 and 4 in the previous section, favorite wins, underdog wins, pushes, win percentage, and log 

likelihood ratio tests are presented. If the betting public can successfully pick winners, the more 

popular side of the proposition should win more than 50% of the time. In this scenario, the sportsbook 

would be losing money to bettors as the sportsbook is not balanced. 

Table 6. Betting Simulations—Betting with the Public—Home Favorites. 

Betting Percentage 

on Favorite greater 

than or equal to: 

Favorite 

Wins 

Underdog 

Wins 
Pushes 

FavoriteWin 

Percentage 

Log Likelihood 

Ratio Fair Bet 

Log Likelihood 

Ratio No Profits 

70 77 67 2 53.47% 0.70 0.07 

65 110 106 2 50.93% 0.07 NA 

60 167 160 3 51.07% 0.15 NA 

55 247 226 5 52.22% 0.93 NA 

The log likelihood test statistics have a chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom. Critical 

Values are 2.71 (for an α = 0.10), 3.84 (for an α = 0.05), and 6.63 (for an α = 0.01). 

Table 7. Betting Simulations—Betting with the Public—Road Favorites. 

Betting Percentage 

on Favorite greater 

than or equal to: 

Favorite 

Wins 

Underdog 

Wins 
Pushes 

Favorite Win 

Percentage 

Log Likelihood 

Ratio Fair Bet 

Log Likelihood 

Ratio No Profits 

70 74 70 2 51.39% 0.11 NA 

65 101 86 4 54.01% 1.20 0.20 

60 126 105 4 54.55% 1.91 0.44 

55 135 123 5 52.33% 0.56 NA 

The log likelihood test statistics have a chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom. Critical 

Values are 2.71 (for an α = 0.10), 3.84 (for an α = 0.05), and 6.64 (for an α = 0.01). 
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For the sample of home favorites (Table 6), when the favorite is significantly overbet compared to 

the underdog, no statistical significance is found as the null of a fair bet (and no profitability) cannot be 

rejected. Win percentages are slightly above 50% in each threshold case studied. For the sample of 

road favorites (Table 7), win percentages are found to be slightly higher than for home favorites in the 

thresholds studied for relatively small samples (compared to home favorites). The null of a fair bet and 

the null of no profitability cannot be rejected in any of the groupings. As in the previous section, we 

also tested for robustness by dividing the sample in half for the market efficiency tests based upon 

unbalanced betting. Statistically significant results were not found in either subsample. 

Unlike other sports, where either underdogs do slightly better than favorites when the favorites 

attract a high percentage of the betting action or the results are closer to an even 50/50 split, betting 

with popular road favorites in the WNBA wins more often than underdogs. If these results were to 

persist in a larger sample, it they could indicate the existence of some informed WNBA bettors, who 

are taking advantage of possible mispricing of the home court advantage in WNBA games. In this 

current sample, however, even though the percentages lean toward some inclination of informed 

bettors in this thinly-bet market, statistical significance cannot be found. 

4. Conclusions 

The betting market for the WNBA was examined both in terms of game outcomes compared to the 

pointspread and the preferences of the betting public, using betting percentages on favorites and 

underdogs. For the most part, the betting market for the WNBA is quite similar to other betting 

markets, with bettors exhibiting a tendency to wager on the better teams. This tendency to bet on the 

best teams is consistent with the idea that bettors are often fans, and betting on games may be viewed 

as a consumption activity, rather than strategic investment. Although market efficiency was rejected 

using the simple regression model approach, simple betting simulations did not reveal statistically 

significant results. 

Studying the betting percentages on favorites and underdogs revealed a rejection of the balanced 

book hypothesis. Like other sports, the percentage bet on the favorite increases with each point of the 

pointspread by a statistically significant margin. In addition, road favorites attract a large (15%) and 

statistically significant increase in bets. Road favorites, however, were found to win more often than 

home underdogs. This is contrary to what is generally observed in other sports, where home underdogs 

have been shown to win more often than implied by efficiency and, in some cases, earn statistically 

significant profits (i.e., Levitt [6], Paul and Weinbach [7]). Although favorites outperformed 

underdogs, statistically significant results were not found. The success of road favorites could reflect a 

possible overstating of home court advantage in the WNBA by sportsbooks, with smaller crowds at 

games providing less of an advantage. 

With the relatively light volume and lower betting limits (limits of 10%–50% of NBA limits are 

common in the industry), it may also be the case that sportsbooks choose to invest fewer resources in 

setting and adjusting the lines in this market, or treat WNBA betting not as a money making proposition, 

but as a service offered to keep customers actively engaged in between seasons. Mayer [16] indicated 

that as an illegal bookie, he made little money on baseball betting, but provided it as a service to 
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bettors to retain their loyalty and keep customers coming back for the football season. This type of 

behavior by the sportsbook could attract informed bettors into the market. 

To determine if bettors of the WNBA are exploiting the sportsbook for profits, we performed some 

basic betting simulations based on different threshold levels of percentage bet on the favorite. When 

favorites, both home and road, attract a disproportionate share of the betting action, the null of a fair 

bet cannot be rejected with win percentages hovering around 50% for favorites and underdogs. One 

finding that was different from the NBA was that popular favorites outperformed their underdog 

opponents, as road favorites who received a disproportionate share of the betting activity won more 

than 50% of the time. As noted above, however, they did not win often enough to earn statistically 

significant returns. 

Overall, the WNBA betting market appears similar to the betting market of the NBA, despite low 

overall bettor interest. Bettors of the WNBA prefer to bet on the best teams (big favorites), particularly 

when they are on the road. Even with the thin market and the biased views of bettors, simple betting 

strategies of wagering against the most popular public wagers did not win often enough to earn 

statistically significant profits. It appears book makers for the WNBA act in the same fashion as they 

do in other sports, essentially pricing as a function of expected game outcomes despite clear public 

preferences for one team over the other. There are either few (if any) informed bettors within the 

WNBA betting market or their presence (or perceived presence) leads the sportsbook to price as a 

forecast of game outcomes to discourage their participation. In any case, there does not appear to be 

easy profits to be made for informed traders within this market. 
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